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The discussions in the present paper arise from exploring intrinsically the struc-
tural nature of the quantum n-space. A kind of braided category  of -graded θ-
commutative associative algebras over a ﬁeld k is established. The quantum divided
power algebra over k related to the quantum n-space is introduced and described as
a braided Hopf algebra in  (in terms of its 2-cocycle structure), over which the
so-called special q-derivatives are deﬁned so that several new interesting quantum
groups, especially the quantized polynomial algebra in n variables (as the quantized
universal enveloping algebra of the abelian Lie algebra of dimension n) and the
quantum group associated to the quantum n-space, are derived from our approach
independently of using the R-matrix. As a veriﬁcation of its validity for our dis-
cussion, the quantum divided power algebra is equipped with the structure of a
Uqn-module algebra via certain q-differential operators’ realization. Particularly,
one of the four kinds of root vectors of Uqn in the sense of Lusztig can be spec-
iﬁed precisely under the realization. © 2000 Academic Press
Key Words: quantum n-space; bicharacter; (braided) Hopf algebra; quantum
divided power (restricted) algebra; q-derivatives; (Hopf) module algebra; quantum
root vectors.
1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES
1.1. It is a known fact that associated to a simple Lie group G there
exist two new Hopf algebra structures, namely, the quantum group kqG
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and the quantized universal enveloping algebra Uq. In particular, to G =
GLn or SLn there correspond two (right) comodule-algebras (cf. [13]):
the ﬁrst one,
k
[
A
n0
q
] = kx1     xn/xjxi − q xixj i < j
is the quantum n-space (i.e., the quantum symmetric algebra) whereas the
second one,
kA0nq  = kx1     xn/x2i  xj xi + q−1 xi xj i < j
is the quantum exterior algebra qn.
Similar to the classical case, there exists a Hopf duality between kqG
and Uq (cf. [2, 6, 7], etc.). Hence, kAn0q  and kA0nq  should be (left)
Uq-module algebras (cf. [1, 16]) where  = n, n Thus, a natural prob-
lem arises from here: i.e., how to concretely realize the quantized universal
enveloping algebra Uq as certain q-differential operators over the asso-
ciated quantum n-space such that kAn0q  becomes a Uq-module alge-
bra. According to [12], this question has its (non-commutative) geometric
meaning.
1.2. For the case when  is 2, this was solved independently by
Wess and Zumino [17], Montgomery and Smith (in fact, their realization
is just relative to the Woronowicz Hopf subalgebra of Uq2 [12], and
Kassel [7]. Kassel’s treatment depends on complicated commutative oper-
ations concerning left- and right-multiplications so that it seems impossible
to generalize to the general case An−1 by following his approach. (Note
that in his realization the two q-derivatives ∂q/∂x, ∂q/∂y are commutative.)
For n, Hayashi [5] gave a realization of Uqn over a polynomial ring
S = kX1    Xn (also see Jantzen’s book [6]); however, his realization
cannot make the polynomial ring S a Uqn-module algebra in the sense
of [1, 16].
In the present paper, we ﬁrst establish a kind of braided category 
of -graded θ-commutative algebras over a ﬁeld k in Section 2, where 
is a free abelian group (of ﬁnite rank) and θ is a bicharacter (or called a
2-cocycle) on , and then describe k
[
A
n0
q
]
as a braided Hopf algebra in the
category , which is a generalization of the super-Hopf algebra (cf. [15])
or a kind of braided Hopf algebra in the sense of Majid (cf. [10]), relative
to a 2-cocycle deﬁned on the n-graded structure of the quantum n-space.
Instead of this, we introduce the notion of a quantum divided power alge-
bra which we will work with. In Section 3, we deﬁne a kind of q-differential
operator (i.e., special q-derivatives) over it which differs from the above-
mentioned and can be used to give the required realization of Uq as
in Section 1.1 (for  = n or n). Also, we obtain several new quantum
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groups, for instance, the quantum group q whose smash product relative
to the quantum divided power algebra q yields a kind of quantum Weyl
algebra (i.e., the algebra of quantum differential operators), distinguished
from those which have appeared in the literature (for instance, [3, 5, 10],
etc.), to the best of my knowledge. Of particular interest in our discussion,
we are able to obtain the exact object of a polynomial algebra in n variables
in the context of quantum groups as well as the quantum group structure
associated to the quantum n-space k
[
A
n0
q
]
. On the other hand, with the
realization in Section 4, we consider the submodule structures of the quan-
tum divided power (restricted) algebra; especially, we show that one of the
four kinds of root vectors of Uqn introduced by Lusztig in [9] can be
speciﬁed precisely with the q-differential operators we have deﬁned.
For the sake of later discussion, we recall the following notions.
1.3. Recall that a Hopf algebra H  S over k means H is an
algebra;  H → H ⊗H (the comultiplication) and  H → k (the counit)
are algebraic homomorphisms; and S H → H (the antipode) plays the role
of the inverse. Here H ⊗H is of the tensor product algebra structure. Call
an (associative) algebra A over k an H-module algebra (cf. [1, 16], etc.) if
A has an (left) H-module structure such that
h 1A = h 1A(i)
ha b =∑h1 a h2 b(ii)
for h ∈ H, a b ∈ A with h = ∑h1 ⊗ h2. Here the second condition
means that the multiplication is a homomorphism of H-modules.
Given two automorphisms σ and τ of an algebra A, a linear endomor-
phism δ of A is called a σ τ-derivation if
δa a′ = σa δa′ + δa τa′(iii)
for a a′ ∈ A (cf. [7]).
A quantum group in the sense of Drinfeld (cf. [4]) is a non-commutative
and non-cocommutative Hopf algebra. For super-quantum groups
and super-Hopf algebras, however, the main difference is that the
algebra structure on H ⊗ H uses the super-transposition (cf. [15])
ψx ⊗ y = ±1xyy ⊗ x (on homogeneous elements). More gener-
ally, a braided Hopf algebra in a certain braided category means the algebra
structure on H ⊗ H is provided by a certain “braiding” in the sense of
Majid (cf. [10]). Precisely, between any two objects there is a tensor prod-
uct that is commutative and associative up to isomorphism. The ﬁrst of
these isomorphisms is the braiding ψVW  V ⊗ W → W ⊗ V . For any
objects UV , W , the braiding obeys
ψU⊗VW = ψUW ⊗ idV  ◦ idV ⊗ ψVW 
ψUV⊗W = idV ⊗ ψUW  ◦ ψUV ⊗ idW 
(iv)
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In addition, there should be an identity object 1 for ⊗, and one has ψ1 V =
id = ψV 1. In these formulae, the associativity isomorphism and isomor-
phisms such as V ⊗ 1 ∼= V ∼= 1⊗ V are suppressed.
1.4. The quantized universal enveloping algebra Uqn (cf. [6, 7, 9],
etc.) is the k-algebra generated by the symbols 	±1i , ei, and fi 1 ≤ i ≤
n− 1 with the following deﬁning relations:
	i	
−1
i = 	−1i 	i = 1 	i	j = 	j 	i(i)
	i ej 	
−1
i = qaij ej 	i fj 	−1i = q−aij fj(ii)
ei fj = δij
	i −	−1i
q− q−1 (iii)
e2i ej − q+ q−1 ei ej ei + ej e2i = 0 i− j = 1(iv)
ei ej = ej ei i− j > 1
f 2i fj − q+ q−1 fi fj fi + fj f 2i = 0 i− j = 1(v)
fi fj = fj fi i− j > 1
where q ∈ k∗ and aij is the Cartan matrix of type An−1.
The Hopf algebra structure of Uqn is as follows:

(
	±1i
) = 	±1i ⊗	±1i (vi)

(
	±1i
) = 1
S
(
	±1i
) = 	∓1i 
ei = ei ⊗	i + 1⊗ ei(vii)
ei = 0
Sei = −ei	−1i 
fi = fi ⊗ 1+	−1i ⊗ fi(viii)
fi = 0
Sfi = −	i fi
Let P be the weight lattice for n. It is the free -module of rank n
with canonical basis εi1≤i≤n, and αi = εi − εi+1  1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 is the
set of simple roots of n. Q =
⊕n−1
i=1 αi ⊂ P is the root lattice of n.
Fix a symmetric bilinear form   P × P −→  such that εi εj = δij for
1 ≤ i j ≤ n. Through this pairing, we can identify P with its dual P∗ =
HomP.
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Now we can state the presentation of Uqn as follows. Change (i),
(ii) into
ki k
−1
i = k−1i ki = 1 ki kj = kj ki 1 ≤ i j ≤ n(ix)
	i = ki k−1i+1 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1
ki ej k
−1
i = qεiαjej ki fj k−1i = q−εiαjfj(x)
but keep (iii)–(v) invariant. As for its Hopf algebra structure, we only need
to replace 	i 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1) in (vi) with ki 1 ≤ i ≤ n, except with the
same items as (vii) and (viii).
1.5. As we know, the q-binomial coefﬁcients are closely related to the
study of quantizations Uq of enveloping algebras. For our work here we
need some known facts involving them.
Let v v−1 be the Laurent polynomial ring in variable v. For any inte-
ger n ≥ 0 we deﬁne nv = vn − v−n/v − v−1 ∈ v v−1 and nv! =
nvn − 1v · · · 1v. It is well known that for two integers m, r with r ≥ 0
we have (cf. [8])[
m
r
]
v
=
r∏
i=1
vm−i+1 − v−m+i−1
vi − v−i ∈ 
[
v v−1
]
(i)
By (i), we get
[
m
r
]
v
= mv!/rv! m − rv! if 0 ≤ r ≤ m,
[
m
r
]
v
= 0 if
0 ≤ m < r, and [m
r
]
v
= −1r [−m+r−1
r
]
v
if m < 0. We again set
[
m
r
]
v
= 0
when r < 0.
Suppose now that k is a ﬁeld and q ∈ k∗. By deﬁnition, we get n =
nv=q, n! = nv=q! ∈ k for n ≥ 0, and
[
m
r
] = [m
r
]
v=q ∈ k when v is
specialized to be q. Note that the q-binomial coefﬁcients
[
n
r
]
(0 ≤ r ≤ n)
can be deﬁned recursively by[
n
r
]
= qr−n
[
n− 1
r − 1
]
+ qr
[
n− 1
r
]

[
1
0
]
= 1 =
[
1
1
]

The combinatorial formula involving the q-binomial coefﬁcients
[
n
r
]
is
well known (cf. [8]):
n−1∏
i=0
1+ q2i x =
n∑
r=0
qn−1r
[
n
r
]
xr(ii)
The situation when q is a primitive root of unity is of particular interest
in quantum phenomena. We here introduce a notion, the so-called char-
acteristic of q, which is deﬁned as the minimal positive integer l such that
 l  = 0 and is denoted by charq = l. Also, we deﬁne charq = 0 when
q is generic (in this case, n  = 0 for any non-zero n ∈ ). If q = ±1, then
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charq = l > 2 implies two cases, that q is a primitive 2lth root of 1 or
a primitive lth root of 1 but with l odd, and vice versa.
The following lemma is proved by Lusztig under the assumption that
l ≥ 3 is odd.
Lemma. Assume that q ∈ k∗ and charq = l ≥ 3.
(1) Letm = m0+m1l, r = r0+ r1l with 0 ≤ m0, r0 < l,m1, r1 ≥ 0, and
m ≥ r. Then [m
r
] = [m0
r0
](
m1
r1
)
, where
(
m1
r1
)
is an ordinary binomial coefﬁcient.
(2) Let m = m0 +m1l, 0 ≤ m0 < l, m1 ∈ . Then
[
m
l
] = m1 if m1 ≥ 0,
and
[
m
l
] = −−1lm1 if m1 < 0 i.e., m < 0.
(3) If m = m0 +m1l, m′ = m′0 +m′1l ∈  with 0 ≤ m0, m′0 < l satisfy
qm = qm′ , [m
l
] = [m′
l
]
, then m = m′ if l is odd or l is even but m1m′1 ≥ 0; and
m′ = m = m0 −m1l if l is even but m1m′1 < 0.
Proof. By using formula (ii) and following the same argument as that
used in the proofs of Proposition 3.2 and Corollary 3.3 in [8], we readily
show that (1), (2) and the ﬁrst claim of (3) hold. For the case where l is
even (in this case, q must be a primitive 2lth root of 1) and m1m
′
1 < 0, we
deduce from qm = qm′ that m0 = m′0 and m1 = m′1 + 2r. Since m1m′1 < 0,
we can let m1 > 0 and m
′
1 < 0. By (2), we get m1 =
[
m
l
] = [m′
l
] = −m′1, as
required.
2. BRAIDED HOPF ALGEBRA AND QUANTUM
DIVIDED POWER ALGEBRA
2.1. Let α = α1     αn β = β1     βn ∈ n be any two integer
n-tuples, and deﬁne a product of them by
α ∗ β =
n−1∑
j=1
∑
i>j
αiβj(i)
Then, from (i), one has
Lemma. The product ∗ satisﬁes the following distributive laws:
(1) α+ β ∗ γ=α ∗ γ + β ∗ γ
α ∗ β+ γ=α ∗ β+ α ∗ γ
in particular,
(2) εi ∗ β =
∑
s<i βs 1 ≤ i ≤ n
εi − εi+1 ∗ β = −βi 1 ≤ i < n
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(3) β ∗ εi =
∑
s>i βs 1 ≤ i ≤ n
β ∗ εi − εi+1 = βi+1 1 ≤ i < n
Here εi = δ1i     δni 1 ≤ i ≤ n is a basis of n as a -module.
Now for αβ ∈ n and q ∈ k∗, we deﬁne a mapping θ n × n → k∗ by
θαβ = qα∗β−β∗α(ii)
In particular,
θεi εj =
{ q i > j,
1 i = j,
q−1 i < j.
(iii)
Obviously, the mapping θ has the following properties:
θα+ β γ = θα γθβ γ(iv)
θαβ+ γ = θαβθα γ(v)
θα 0 = 1 = θ0 α(vi)
θαβθβα = 1 = θα α(vii)
Actually, such a mapping θ with the above properties is a bicharacter of the
additive group n.
Let α = α1     αn ∈ n+ be any nonnegative-integer n-tuple and xα =
x
α1
1 · · ·xαnn any nonzero monomial in k
[
A
n0
q
]
; then xα  α ∈ n+ constitutes
a canonical basis of k
[
A
n0
q
]
. Thus by deﬁnition (see Section 1.1), k
[
A
n0
q
] =⊕
α∈n kx
α is a n-graded algebra (with xα = 0 for α ∈ n+). Set xεi = xi.
Remark. We will point out that the quantum n-space k
[
A
n0
q
]
has a
so-called “braided” Hopf algebraic structure (with respect to the above
deﬁned bicharacter θ). Actually, we can show a more general fact in the
next subsection (see Section 2.3).
2.2. Let  be a (ﬁnitely generated) abelian group and θ a bichar-
acter of the abelian group  (namely, θ is of Properties 2.1(iv)–2.1(vii)).
Recall a 2-cocycle η deﬁned on  with coefﬁcients in k∗, i.e., a mapping
η × → k∗ satisfying the relation
ηαβηα+ β γ = ηβ γηαβ+ γ(i)
Observe that any bicharacter θ of  is a 2-cocycle on , which is useful
to our next consideration.
Let  denote a category of graded associative unitary algebras over k.
That is, for any AA ∈ Ob , A =
⊕
α∈A Aα is a A-graded
associative algebra with k ⊆ A0 and Aα · Aβ ⊆ Aα+β, where A is an
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abelian group. Moreover, φAB = φϕ AA → BB is a mor-
phism between AA and BB, if φ A → B is a graded algebraic
homomorphism and ϕ A → B is a group homomorphism such that
φAα ⊆ Bϕα.
Now for any object A ∈ Ob , to θ, an arbitrary bicharacter of ,
we can associate an opposite object Aop  ∈ Ob , as follows.
Denote Aop = A ◦, where Aop =⊕α∈ Aα. Deﬁne
a ◦ b = θαβ ba ∀ a ∈ Aα b ∈ Aβ(ii)
Clearly, Aα ◦ Aβ ⊆ Aα+β, for any α, β ∈ . On the other hand, by the
2-cocycle property (i) of θ as a bicharacter, for any a ∈ Aα, b ∈ Aβ, and
c ∈ Aγ, we have
a ◦ b ◦ c = θαβ θα+ β γ cba
= θβ γ θαβ+ γ cba = a ◦ b ◦ c
This means that Aop is an associative algebra. Thus Aop  ∈ Ob .
Consider a subcategory 
 in category , whose objects consist
of -graded θ-commutative algebras over k (where  is an arbitrary
abelian group and θ is an arbitrary bicharacter of ); i.e., any object
AA θA in 
 is called A-graded θA-commutative if AA ∈
Ob and x · y = θAαβy · x, ∀x ∈ Aα, y ∈ Aβ. Moreover,
5AB = φAB ϕ˜ AA θA → BB θB is a morphism, if
φAB AA → BB is a morphism in category  such that
ϕ˜θA = θB, i.e., θAαβ = θBϕα ϕβ.
For any A θ ∈ Ob
, by (ii), we note that a ◦ b = θαβ
ba = ab, for any a ∈ Aα, b ∈ Aβ. This means that the opposite of any
object in the category 
 coincides with the object itself, which is the case
we have in the category of (usual) commutative algebras.
Examples. Any commutative algebra over k in the usual sense can
be considered an object in 
 with a trivial grading relative to an arbi-
trary abelian group. The polynomial algebra kt1     tn is a n-graded
θ-commutative algebra with a trivial bicharacter θ (this means θαβ ≡ 1,
for any α, β ∈ n). Again, the quantum n-space kAn0q  =⊕α∈n kxα is a
n-graded θ-commutative algebra with the bicharacter θ of n deﬁned in
Section 2.1(ii).
Now assume that  is a free abelian group and that θ  ×  → k∗ is
a non-trivial bicharacter of . Suppose that F = ⊕α∈ Fα ∈ Ob is a
free object, that is, F is a free -graded associative algebra (with 1).
Let I = x · y − θαβy · x ∀x ∈ Fα y ∈ Fβ ∀α β ∈  denote the
-graded ideal generated by all homogeneous elements of form x · y −
θαβy · x, x ∈ Fα, y ∈ Fβ. Set  = F/I. Thus  is a free -graded
θ-commutative associative algebra over k, that is,  ∈ Ob
.
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Remark. In such -graded θ-commutative associative algebras, “θ-
commutative” is well-deﬁned due to the properties 2.1(iv)–2.1(vii) of the
bicharacter θ; on the other hand, the 2-cocycle property 2.2(i) of the θ
ensures the compatibility between “θ-commutativity” and “associativity.”
2.3. Fix an abelian group  and a bicharacter θ of ; we consider
a subcategory  in the category 
 relative to the pair  θ, where
∀ A θ, B θ ∈ Ob
, the morphisms between A θ and
B θ in 
 are of the forms 5AB = φAB id = φ id id ≡
φ A  θ → B  θ, where φ A → B is a graded algebraic homo-
morphism such that φAα ⊆ Bα for all α ∈ .
Note that  is a braided category in the sense of Section 1.3. First
of all, there exists an identity object 1 = k = ⊕α∈ kα ∈ Ob with
kα = δ0 αk. Next, for any U =
⊕
α∈ Uα, V =
⊕
β∈ Vβ ∈ Ob,
we have
U ⊗ V =⊕
γ
U ⊗ V γ =
⊕
γ=α+β
Uα ⊗ Vβ ∈ Ob
Deﬁne the mapping ψUV  U ⊗ V → V ⊗U as
ψx⊗ y = θαβy ⊗ x for x ∈ Uα y ∈ Vβ(i)
The properties of a bicharacter (see Section 2.1 (iv–vii)) ensure that the
mapping ψ is a braiding in the sense of Section 1.3(iv). In particular, for
any algebra H ∈ , we have its opposite object, Hop ≡ H ∈ Ob,
and its tensor object, H ⊗ H ∈ Ob, whose algebra structure is
given by
a⊗ bc ⊗ d = aψb⊗ cd(ii)
= θαβac ⊗ bd for a d ∈ Hb ∈ Hα c ∈ Hβ
Let uH denote the group of invertible elements of H.
Theorem. Let  be a free abelian group with a basis α1     αn, θ
a bicharacter of , and  the braided category relative to the pair  θ.
Suppose that H =⊕α∈ Hα ∈ Ob such that uH = k∗. If H has no
zero divisors = 0 and aiji ∈ Hαi  1 ≤ ji ≤ si 1 ≤ i ≤ n is a set of generators
for H, then H  S is a braided commutative Hopf algebra relative to a
braiding ψ H ⊗ H → H ⊗ H deﬁned by ψa ⊗ b = θαβ b ⊗ a for
a ∈ Hα, b ∈ Hβ, where the mappings , , and S deﬁned as
 H → H ⊗H a = a⊗ 1+ 1⊗ a for a ∈ Hαi
 H → k a = δ0 αia for a ∈ Hαi
S H → Hop Sa = −a for a ∈ Hαi
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are the morphisms in the braided category  (where Sab = θαβSb
Sa = Sa ◦ Sb, ∀a ∈ Hα, b ∈ Hβ).
In particular, any free object  in  constructed in Section 2.2 is a braided
commutative Hopf algebra.
Proof. First we need to check that , , and S preserve the algebraic
relations of H.
For a ∈ Hαi , b ∈ Hαj , using (ii), we have
ab = a⊗ 1+ 1⊗ ab⊗ 1+ 1⊗ b
= ab⊗ 1+ θαi αjb⊗ a+ a⊗ b+ 1⊗ ab
= θαi αjba⊗ 1+ b⊗ a+ θαj αia⊗ b+ 1⊗ ba
= θαi αjba
ab = δ0 αiδ0 αj ab = 0 = θαi αjba
Sab = θαi αj ba = ab = Sθαi αjba
Based on the consideration above, as well as on the actions of  and 
on the generators of H, it is readily apparent that 1 ⊗  =  ⊗ 1
and 1⊗  = 1 = ⊗ 1 hold. Also, since Sa + S1a = 0, ∀ a ∈ Hαi ,
we get m ◦ S ⊗ 1 ◦  = η ◦  = m ◦ 1 ⊗ S ◦  (where Hmη is the
algebra structure of H). Hence, Hmη  S is a braided commutative
Hopf algebra.
Corollary. The quantum n-space k
[
A
n0
q
]
with respect to the bicharacter
θ of n given in Section 2.1ii is a n-graded braided commutative Hopf
algebra with xi = xi ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ xi, Sxi = −xi, and xi = 0 for xi ∈
k
[
A
n0
q
]
εi
, and where the braiding ψa⊗ b = θαβb⊗ a for a ∈ k[An0q ]α,
b ∈ k[An0q ]β.
2.4. Here we will equip the quantum n-space k
[
A
n0
q
]
with a divided
power structure when charq = 0. More generally, we can intro-
duce a quantum divided power algebra qn for an arbitrary q ∈ k∗
as follows.
Let qn = xα  α ∈ n+ be a vector space over k generated by the
(divided power) basis xα (α ∈ n+) with x0 = 1. Deﬁne the multiplication
in qn by
xαxβ = qα∗β
[
α+ β
α
]
xα+β = θαβxβ xα(i)
where
[
α+β
α
] = ∏ni=1 [αi+βiαi ] and [αi+βiαi ] = αi + βi!/αi!βi! for αi, βi ∈
+. By a slight abuse of notation, we also write xi = xεi.
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Obviously, qn with the above multiplication (i) forms an associative
algebra, and we call it a quantum divided power algebra.
In particular, when charq = 0, for xα ∈ k[An0q ], we set xα =
1/α!xα for α ∈ n+, where α! =
∏n
i=1αi!. According to the multi-
plication of k
[
A
n0
q
]
, we see that the algebraic structure k
[
A
n0
q
]
coincides
with qn, and xα  α ∈ n+ forms a (divided power) basis of k
[
A
n0
q
]
with x0 = 1, which gives the divided power structure over the quan-
tum n-space k
[
A
n0
q
]
. In the case, xi  1 ≤ i ≤ n is a set of generators
of qn.
Of particular interest to us in introducing qn is the case when
charq = l ≥ 3, in which we can obtain a ﬁnite-dimensional quantum
divided power algebra.
Set τ = l − 1     l − 1. α ≤ β means αi ≤ βi for all i. Denote
qn 1 = xα  α ∈ n+ α ≤ τ. Note that l = 0. Especially for
0 ≤ s t < l, we have [s+t
s
] = 0 if s + t ≥ l. Consequently, the subspace
qn 1 is closed under the multiplication (i) in qn, namely, qn 1
forms a divided power subalgebra of qn, which is ln-dimensional. In
this case, xαl = 0 for any xα ∈ qn 1 with α = 0, so we call qn 1
a quantum restricted divided power algebra.
Proposition. Suppose that k is a ﬁeld of characteristic zero, charq =
l ≥ 3. Then the quantum divided power algebra qn is generated by elements
xi and x
l
i 1 ≤ i ≤ n; its quantum restricted divided power algebra qn 1
is generated by xi 1 ≤ i ≤ n. In addition, when l is odd, xli 1 ≤ i ≤ n
are central elements of qn and qn ∼= qn 1 ⊗k kxl1      xln  (as
algebras).
Proof. For any m ∈ +, let m = m0 +m1l such that 0 ≤ m0 ≤ l − 1,
m1 ≥ 0. By using Lemma 1.5, we get
[
m
m0
] = 1, and we conclude from (i)
that
(
x
l
i
)m1 = [2l
l
][
3l
l
]
· · ·
[
m1l
l
]
x
m1l
i = m1!xm1li (ii)
x
m
i = xm0i xm1li =
1
m1!
x
m0
i
(
x
l
i
)m1 
xαxli = θα lεixli xα = xli xα for ql = 1
Note that charq = l being odd means that ql = 1. These equations imply
the statements.
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By an analogy of Corollary 2.3, we have
Corollary. The quantum divided power algebra qn in the case when
charq = 0, or when charq = chark = p (a prime), together with the
quantum restricted divided power algebra qn 1 in the case when charq =
chark = p is a n-graded braided commutative Hopf algebra relative to the
bicharacter θ given in Section 2.1ii.
In the later discussion, we prefer to work with the quantum divided power
algebra rather than the quantum n-space.
3. q-DERIVATIVES, QUANTUM GROUPS, AND
QUANTUM WEYL ALGEBRA
3.1. For simplicity of notation, we let q denote qn for any
charq or qn 1 only under the case charq = l >2. Consider the
algebra automorphisms σi 1 ≤ i ≤ n of q deﬁned by
σixβ = qβ εixβ = qβixβ ∀xβ ∈ q(i)
When q = 1, one has σi = id. Obviously, σiσj = σjσi.
Deﬁne ∂q/∂ xi as the special q-derivatives over q by
∂q
∂ xi
xβ = q−εi∗β xβ−εi ∀xβ ∈ q(ii)
For convenience, we brieﬂy let ∂i denote ∂q/∂ xi.
For α ∈ n, denote <α by the algebra automorphisms of q:
<αxβ = θαβxβ ∀xβ ∈ q(iii)
where θ is the bicharacter on n deﬁned in Section 2.1. Thus we have
Proposition. (1) <α<β = <α + β, in particular, <−αi =
σiσi+1, for a simple root αi = εi − εi+1 in a root system of type An−1.
(2) ∂i is a <−εiσ±1i  σ∓1i -derivation of q, namely,
∂ixβ xγ = ∂ixβσ∓1i xγ +
(
<−εiσ±1i
)xβ ∂ixγ
(3) ∂i ∂j = θ−εi−εj ∂j ∂i = θεi εj ∂j ∂i.
(4) xαxβ xγ= xα xβxγ
= θαβxβxα xγ
=<αxβxα xγ
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(5) σixβ xγ=σixβσixγ
<αxβ xγ=<αxβ<αxγ
(6) xα∂i is a <α− εiσ±1i  σ∓1i -derivation of q, namely,(
xα∂i
)xβ xγ = (xα∂i)xβσ∓1i xγ
+ (<α− εiσ±1i )xβ(xα∂i)xγ
Proof. (1) The ﬁrst claim is due to the property of bicharacter θ (see
Section 2.1(iv)). The second follows from <−αixγ = θ−αi γxγ =
σiσi+1xγ (by Section 2.1(ii) and Lemma 2.1 (2 & 3)).
(2) Noting that m+m′ = mq∓m′ + m′q±m, and[
β+ γ
β
]
=
[
β+ γ − εi
β− εi
]
q∓γi + q±βi
[
β+ γ − εi
β
]
(iv)
then by Sections 2.4(i) and 3.1(ii) and Lemma 2.1, we get
∂ixβσ∓1i xγ +
(
<−εiσ±1i
)xβ∂ixγ
= q−εi∗β∓γi xβ−εixγ + θ−εi β q±βi−εi∗γxβ xγ−εi
=
(
q−εi∗β∓γi+β−εi∗γ
[
β+ γ − εi
β− εi
]
+ q−εi∗β+β∗εi±βi−εi∗γ+β∗γ−εi
[
β+ γ − εi
β
])
xβ+γ−εi
= q−εi∗β+γ+β∗γ
([
β+ γ − εi
β− εi
]
q∓γi + q±βi
[
β+ γ − εi
β
])
xβ+γ−εi
= q−εi∗β+γ+β∗γ
[
β+ γ
β
]
xβ+γ−εi
= qβ∗γ
[
β+ γ
β
]
∂ixβ+γ = ∂ixβ xγ
Therefore, ∂i is a <−εiσ±1i  σ∓1i -derivation of q in the sense of
Section 1.3(iii).
(3) By (ii) and Section 2.1(ii), for any xγ ∈ q we get
∂i ∂jxγ = q−εi+εj∗γ+εi∗εj xγ−εi−εj
= θεi εjq−εi+εj∗γ+εj∗εi xγ−εi−εj
= θεi εj∂j ∂ixγ
(4) This follows from the associativity and the θ-commutativity of q.
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(5) is clear.
(6) is obtained by combining (2) with (4) and observing the additivity
of < in (1).
Remark. The commutative coefﬁcients between ∂i in Proposition 3.1(3)
coincide with those of xεi = xi, that is, ∂i ∂j = θεi εj∂j ∂i and xi xj =
θεi εjxj xi. In the discussion of Wess and Zumino in [17], however,
x y = q y x but ∂x ∂y = q−1∂y ∂x (cf. [17, p. 309, (4.5) & (4.7)]), which
distinguishes it from our case. Especially, in the process of our introducing
the q-differential operators ∂i over q, of particular interest is that they will
lead to the new quantum group structure below (in the sense of Drinfeld).
3.2. Now let q be the associative algebra over k generated by the
symbols <±εi, σ±1i , ∂i (1 ≤ i ≤ n), associated to the bicharacter θ on n
given in Section 2.1, satisfying the following relations:
σiσ
−1
i = 1 = σ−1i σi σiσj = σjσi(i)
σi <εj = <εjσi <−εi + εi+1 = σiσi+1
<εi−1 = <−εi <0 = 1(ii)
<εi<εj = <εi + εj = <εj<εi
<εj∂i <εj−1 = θεi εj∂i(iii)
σj ∂i σ
−1
j = q−δij ∂i(iv)
∂i ∂j = θεi εj∂j ∂i(v)
Furthermore, q can be equipped with a quantum group structure if we
deﬁne the following mappings , , and S on the generators of q as
 q → q ⊗q(vi)
σ±1i  = σ±1i ⊗ σ±1i 
<±εi = <±εi ⊗<±εi
∂i = ∂i ⊗ σ−1i +<−εiσi ⊗ ∂i
 q → k(vii)
σ±1i  = 1 = <±εi
∂i = 0
S q → q(viii)
Sσ±1i  = σ∓1i 
S<±εi = <∓εi
S∂i = −q<εi∂i
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Again we extend the deﬁnitions of ,  (resp. S) on q (anti-)alge-
braically. Thus we obtain the following
Theorem. q   S is a quantum group with the above relations
(i)–(viii).
Proof. First we need to show that , , and S preserve the algebraic
relations (i)–(v) of q. This is clear for  and S, and is also clear for
-preserving relations (i), (ii).
So it remains to check it for  with respect to relations (iii)–(v).
Note that
<−εiσi∂j = θεi εj∂j<−εiσi
∂i<−εjσj = θεi εj<−εjσj∂i
for i = j. Hence, we have
<εj∂i<εj−1 = <εj∂i<εj−1 ⊗ σ−1i
+<−εiσi ⊗<εj∂i<εj−1
= θεi εj∂i
σj∂iσ−1j  = σj∂iσ−1j ⊗ σ−1i +<−εiσi ⊗ σj∂iσ−1j
= q−δij∂i
∂i∂j = ∂i ⊗ σ−1i +<−εiσi ⊗ ∂i∂j ⊗ σ−1j +<−εjσj ⊗ ∂j
= ∂i∂j ⊗ σ−1i σ−1j +<−εi − εjσiσj ⊗ ∂i∂j
+ <−εiσi∂j ⊗ ∂iσ−1j + ∂i<−εjσj ⊗ σ−1i ∂j
= θεi εj
(
∂j∂i ⊗ σ−1j σ−1i +<−εi − εjσjσi ⊗ ∂j∂i
+ <−εjσj∂i ⊗ ∂jσ−1i + ∂j<−εiσi ⊗ σ−1j ∂i
)
= θεi εj∂j∂i i = j
In view of the fact just proved, together with (vi) and (vii), we see that
1 ⊗  =  ⊗ 1 and 1 ⊗  = 1 =  ⊗ 1 hold. Again by (vi)
and (viii), we have m ◦ 1 ⊗ S ◦ ∂i = ∂iσi + <−εiσi−q<εi∂i =
∂iσi − qσi∂i = 0 and m ◦ S ⊗ 1 ◦ ∂i = −q<εi∂iσ−1i + σ−1i <εi×
∂i = <εi−q∂iσ−1i +σ−1i ∂i = 0; thus we getm ◦ 1⊗ S ◦∂i = ∂i =
m ◦ S ⊗ 1 ◦ ∂i. On the other hand, owing to (vi) and <±εi<∓εi =
1 = σ±1i σ∓1i , there holds m ◦ 1⊗ S ◦  = η ◦  = m ◦ S ⊗ 1 ◦ , where
qmη is the algebra structure of q.
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Thereby, qmη  S is a non-commutative and non-cocommu-
tative Hopf algebra, namely, a quantum group.
Remark. Actually, we can equip q with another quantum group
structure (q −  S−), where the only differences are the actions
of − and S− on ∂i1 ≤ i ≤ n given respectively by −∂i =
∂i ⊗ σi +<−εiσ−1i ⊗ ∂i and S−∂i = −q−1<εi∂i.
3.3. Based on the structure of the quantum group q in Theorem 3.2
and observing that the commutative rule for xi in q is the same as that of
the special q-derivatives ∂i (see Remark 3.1), we can augment q through
adding a certain multiplication abelian group < (as group-like elements)
and construct another quantum group q below such that it contains the
quantum divided power algebra q as its subalgebra. Here < = <α 
α ∈ n acts conjugately on q as its automorphism group. When q (as an
object in the braided category ) is of a braided Hopf algebra structure,
we has a reasonable interpretation for such a construction of the quantum
group q (as an object in the usual category  of Hopf algebras): The
price of introducing the group < into q lies in transmuting the “braided”
twisting of the algebra structure on q ⊗q (in ) into the “trivial” twist-
ing of the algebra structure on q ⊗ q (in ), as is clear, according to
their respective comultiplications (as algebra homomorphisms!).
Let q be the associative algebra over k generated by the quantum
divided power (restricted) algebra q, together with the symbols <±εi
(1 ≤ i ≤ n), associated to the bicharacter θ on n given in Section 2.1,
subject to the relations
<εi−1 = <−εi <0 = 1(i)
<εi<εj = <εi + εj = <εj<εi
<εjxi<εj−1 = θεj εixi(ii) (
<εjxli <εj−1 = xli in qn if in addition ql = 1
)
xixj = θεi εjxjxi(iii) (
xix
l
j = xlj xi in qn if in addition ql = 1
)
Note that q here also indicates qn for any charq or qn 1 only for
ql = 1. Similar to Theorem 3.2, we have
Theorem. q   S forms a quantum group, which is the required
quantization object of the polynomial algebra in n variables in the context of
quantum groups when charq = 0 this also can be viewed as the quantized
universal enveloping algebra of the abelian Lie algebra of dimension n, under
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the comultiplication , the counit , and the antipode S given by
  q → q ⊗ q(iv)
<±εi = <±εi ⊗<±εi
xi = xi ⊗ 1+<εi ⊗ xi(
xli  = xli ⊗ 1+ 1⊗ xli in qn only for ql = 1
)
  q → k(v)
<±εi = 1
xi = 0(
xli  = 0 in qn only for ql = 1
)
S  q → q(vi)
S<±εi = <∓εi
Sxi = −<−εixi(
Sxli  = −xli in qn only for ql = 1
)

Proof. It follows from an argument similar to Theorem 3.2.
Remark. Given a Hopf algebra H  S, for a ∈ H, consider its left
adjoint action ad a on H: ad ab = a1bSa2 where a = a1 ⊗ a2 (in
Sweedler convention). Clearly, the map a "→ ad a of H into End H is an
algebraic homomorphism. Now for H = q, consider the action of ad xi
on its subalgebra q, that is, ∀xγ ∈ q, we have ad xixγ = xixγ −
<εixγ<−εixi = xixγ − θεi γxγxi = 0. On the other hand, if in
addition ql = 1, we get ad xli xγ = xli xγ − xγxli = 0 in qn. So
ad xαq = 0 for any xα ∈ q. This fact is compatible with the classical
case, since the group < degenerates into the unit group and qn into a
polynomial algebra in n variables with a known Hopf algebra structure when
q takes 1. Consequently, in the case when charq = 0, the quantum group
qn achieved above is just the corresponding object of the polynomial
algebra in n variables in the context of quantum groups, which also can be
considered as the quantized universal enveloping algebra of the abelian Lie
algebra of dimension n.
3.4. By analogy of the argument in Section 3.2; we denote q by
the associative algebra over k generated by the symbols <±εi, σ±1i , xi
(1 ≤ i ≤ n), associated to the bicharacter θ on n given in Section 2.1,
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satisfying the following relations:
σiσ
−1
i = 1 = σ−1i σi σiσj = σjσi(i)
σi<εj = <εjσi <−εi + εi+1 = σiσi+1
<εi−1 = <−εi <0 = 1(ii)
<εi<εj = <εi + εj = <εj<εi(
<εil = <lεi = 1 σli = 1 only when ql = 1
)
<εixj<εi−1 = θεi εjxj(iii)
σixjσ
−1
i = qδijxj(iv)
xixj = θεi εjxjxi(v)
Moreover, the comultiplication , the counity , and the antipode S over
q are deﬁned respectively by
:q → q ⊗ q(vi)
σ±1i  = σ±1i ⊗ σ±1i 
<±εi = <±εi ⊗<±εi
xi = xi ⊗ σi +<εiσ−1i ⊗ xi
:q → k(vii)
σ±1i  = 1 = <±εi
xi = 0
S:q → q(viii)
Sσ±1i  = σ∓1i 
S<±εi = <∓εi
Sxi = −q<−εixi
Similar to Theorem 3.2, we obtain
Theorem. q   S is the quantum group corresponding to the quan-
tum n-space k
[
A
n0
q
]
, in particular, in the case when charq = l is odd, whose
Hopf algebra structure restricted on its central subalgebra kxl1     xln is just
the usual Hopf algebra structure of the polynomial algebra in n variables.
Proof. The ﬁrst claim follows from an argument similar to Theorem 3.2.
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On the other hand, using Formula (vi) and induction on m, we get
xmi  =
m∑
k=0
[
m
x
]
xm−ki <εikσ−ki ⊗ xki σm−ki 
In particular, since charq = l being odd means ql = 1, we have [ l
k
] = 0
for 1 ≤ k < l and <εilσ−li = 1 so that xli = xli ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ xli and
Sxli = −xli. These are compatible with the fact that kxl1     xln is as a
(polynomial) central subalgebra of k
[
A
n0
q
]
when ql = 1.
Remark. Actually, the fact that xi 1 ≤ i ≤ n are the generators of
kAn0q  is independent of the characteristic charq of q. Thereby, when q
is a primitive lth root of unity, the quantum group object corresponding to
the quantum n-space k
[
A
n0
q
]
can be directly deﬁned by the same relations
(i)–(viii) as in Section 3.4.
3.5. Let ±q = q ±  S± denote the two Hopf algebras
appearing in Section 3.2. Then from Proposition 3.1 (2 & 5), we see that
q is a (left) 
±
q -module algebra. So we are able to make their smash
product algebras q#
±
q in a familiar fashion as in [16], which are the
same as q⊗q as vector spaces but with multiplications respectively given
by
xα#∂i ◦ xβ#d = xα∂ixβ#σ∓1i d + xα<−εiσ±1i xβ#∂id
= qα∗β−α∗εi−εi∗β
[
α+ β− εi
α
]
xα+β−εi#σ∓1i d
+ θβ εiqα∗β±βi
[
α+ β
α
]
xα+β#∂id
xα#g ◦ xβ#d = xαgxβ#gd
where ±∂i = ∂i ⊗ σ∓1i + <−εiσ±1i ⊗ ∂i and ±g = g ⊗ g, for
xα xβ ∈ q and ∂i g d ∈ q. More precisely, we have
xα#1 ◦ 1#d = xα#d(i)
1#<εi ◦ xj#1 = <εixj#<εi
= θεi εjxj#<εi
1#σi ◦ xj#1 = qδijxj#σi
1#∂i ◦ xj#1 = δij#σ∓1i + θεj εiq±δij xj#∂i
Actually, if we brieﬂy identify elements xα#d in q#
±
q with xαd,
then the smash product algebras q#
±
q containing q and 
±
q as sub-
algebras are just the quantum differential operator algebras over q, which
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will degenerate into the usual differential operator algebra when q takes
1. Particularly, combining formulae (i) with the identiﬁcation above, we get
the relations
xα ◦ d = xαd(ii)
<εi ◦ xj ◦<εi−1 = θεi εjxj
σi ◦ xj ◦ σ−1i = qδijxj
∂i ◦ xj = δijσ∓1i + θεj εiq±δij xj ◦ ∂i
Applying formulae (ii), together with q and 
±
q , we are able to con-
struct the following quantum Weyl algebra, which is different from those
which have appeared in the literature (for instance, Proposition 5.2.2 in [3],
Section 2.1 in [5], [10], etc.).
Deﬁnition. Let q2n be the associative algebra over k generated
by the symbols <±εi, σ±1i , xi, and ∂i 1 ≤ i ≤ n, associated to the
bicharacter θ on n deﬁned in Section 2.1, obeying the following relations:
<±εi ◦<∓εi = 1 = σ±1i ◦ σ∓1i (iii)
<−εi + εi+1 = σi ◦ σi+1
<εi ◦<εj = <εi + εj = <εj ◦<εi
σi ◦ σj = σj ◦ σi
σi ◦<εj = <εj ◦ σi
<εi ◦ xj ◦<−εi = θεi εjxj(iv)
<εi ◦ ∂j ◦<−εi = θεj εi∂j
σi ◦ xj ◦ σ−1i = qδijxj(v)
σi ◦ ∂j ◦ σ−1i = q−δij ∂j
xi ◦ xj = θεi εjxj ◦ xi(vi)
∂i ◦ ∂j = θεi εj∂j ◦ ∂i
∂i ◦ xj = θεj εixj ◦ ∂i i = j(vii)
∂i ◦ xi − q±1xi ◦ ∂i = σ∓1i (viii)
where the relations viii are equivalent to the relations
∂i ◦ xi =
qσi − qσi−1
q− q−1  xi ◦ ∂i =
σi − σ−1i
q− q−1 (ix)
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Remark. The relations above imply q2n also contains the q given
in Section 3.4 as its subalgebra. However, q2n itself doesn’t appear to
be a Hopf algebra due to the relation (viii), which is coincident with the
classical situation.
4. AN APPLICATION: REALIZATION
4.1. As an application of discussions in Section 3, we are now in the
position to realize the quantized universal enveloping algebra Uq (where
 = n or n) as certain q-differential operators in q2n deﬁned over
the quantum divided power (restricted) algebra q, such that the quantum
divided power (restricted) algebra q is made into a Uq-module algebra
in the sense of Section 1.3.
Theorem. For any monomial xβ ∈ q and 1 ≤ i < n, set
eixβ =
(
xi ∂i+1 σi
) xβ(i)
fixβ =
(
σ−1i xi+1 ∂i
) xβ(ii)
	ixβ = σi σ−1i+1 xβ(iii)
	−1i xβ = σ−1i σi+1 xβ(iv)
Formulas i–iv deﬁne the structure of a Uqn-module algebra on q.
Proof. The proof will be given in two steps.
(I) We ﬁrst show that the formulas (i)–(iv) equip q with a Uqn-
module structure. To do this, we need to check the algebraic relations 1.4
(i–v) of Uqn
Using Lemma 2.1(2) and Sections 2.4(i) and 3.1(ii), we get from relations
(i) and (ii) that
eixβ = qβi−εi+1∗β+εi∗β−εi+1
[
β+ εi − εi+1
εi
]
xβ+εi−εi+1(v)
= βi + 1 xβ+εi−εi+1
fixβ = q−εi∗β+εi+1∗β−εi−βi−1
[
β− εi + εi+1
εi+1
]
xβ−εi+εi+1
= βi+1 + 1 xβ−εi+εi+1
Clearly, Relation 1.4(i) holds. For Relation 1.4(ii), we have
	i ej 	
−1
i xβ = q−βi+βi+1 βj + 1	i xβ+εj−εj+1
= qδij−δij+1−δi+1j+δi+1j+1 ejxβ
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We can show 	i fj 	
−1
i = q−aij fj in a similar fashion. For Relation 1.4(iii)
we have
ei fj xβ = βj+1 + 1 eixβ−εj+εj+1 − βi + 1 fjxβ+εi−εi+1
= ( βj+1 + 1 βi + 1− δji + δj+1i − βi + 1
× βj+1 + 1+ δij+1 − δi+1j+1
)
xβ+εi+εj+1−εi+1−εj
= δij
( βi+1 + 1 βi − βi + 1 βi+1 ) xβ
= δij
qβi−βi+1 − qβi+1−βi
q− q−1 x
β
= δij
	i −	−1i
q− q−1 x
β
As for Relation 1.4(iv), if i− j > 1, then from Formula (v) of ei it is easy
to see that eiej = ejei. If i− j = 1, without loss of generality, assume that
j = i+ 1, then we shall check that(
e2i ei+1 − q+ q−1 ei ei+1 ei + ei+1 e2i
) xβ = 0 ∗
Observing that
e2i ei+1xβ = βi+1 + 1 βi + 1 βi + 2xβ+2εi−εi+1−εi+2
ei ei+1 eixβ = βi + 1 βi+1 βi + 2xβ+2εi−εi+1−εi+2
ei+1 e
2
i xβ = βi + 1 βi + 2 βi+1 − 1xβ+2εi−εi+1−εi+2
and m + 1 − q + q−1 m + m − 1 = 0, we see that the equality (*)
holds. Similarly, we can prove(
e2i+1 ei − q+ q−1 ei+1 ei ei+1 + ei e2i+1
) xβ = 0
As for the last relation 1.4(v), it is clear from Formula (v) that fifj = fjfi
if i− j > 1. When i− j = 1, by (v), we have(
f 2i+1 fi − q+ q−1 fi+1 fi fi+1 + fi f 2i+1
) xβ
= ( βi+1 + 1 βi+2 + 1 βi+2 + 2
− q+ q−1 βi+2 + 1 βi+1 βi+2 + 2
+ βi+2 + 1 βi+2 + 2 βi+1 − 1
)
xβ−εi−εi+1+2εi+2 = 0
Similarly, we can check that f 2i fi+1 − q + q−1 fi fi+1 fi + fi+1 f 2i 
xβ = 0.
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(II) We next prove that the quantum divided power (restricted) alge-
bra q is a Uqn-algebra. By Sections 1.3(i, ii), 1.4(vi–viii) and noting the
deﬁnition of 	±i in (iii)–(iv), we need to check that for any u ∈ Uqn,
there hold
1
2
3
4
u1= u 1
	ixβ xγ=	ixβ 	ixγ
eixβ xγ=xβ eixγ + eixβ 	ixγ
fixβ xγ=	−1i xβ fixγ + fixβ xγ
for any monomials xβ xγ ∈ q. Relation (1) follows easily from relations
(i)–(iii) and Section 3.1(i). Relation (2) is due to the fact that 	i acts as an
algebra automorphism of q.
By Section 1.3 (i–iii), we shall prove that the endomorphism ei 1 ≤
i < n is a id σiσ−1i+1-derivation and fi 1 ≤ i < n is a σ−1i σi+1 id-
derivation, which implies relations (3) and (4).
Noting that <εi+1 − εi = σi σi+1 and using Proposition 3.1(6), we
see that xεi∂i+1 is a <εi − εi+1σi+1 σ−1i+1-derivative of q, i.e.,
a σ−1i  σ−1i+1-derivative, hence xεi ∂i+1 σi is a id σi σ−1i+1-derivative
(since σi is an automorphism of q). On the other hand, xεi+1∂i is
a <εi+1 − εiσ−1i  σi-derivative of q, i.e., a σi+1 σi-derivative, so
σ−1i x
εi+1 ∂i is a σ−1i σi+1 id-derivative (since σ−1i is an automorphism
of q).
Therefore, we complete the proof of Theorem 4.1.
Corollary. For any monomial xβ ∈ q, set
eixβ =
(
xi∂i+1σi
) xβ = βi + 1xβ+εi−εi+1 1 ≤ i < n
fixβ =
(
σ−1i xi+1∂i
) xβ = βi+1 + 1xβ−εi+εi+1 1 ≤ i < n
kixβ = σixβ 1 ≤ i ≤ n
k−1i xβ = σ−1i xβ 1 ≤ i ≤ n
These formulas deﬁne the structure of a Uqn-module algebra on q.
Remark. According to the interpretation given in Section 2.4, the real-
ization above is also valid for the quantum n-space k
[
A
n0
q
]
, which can be
viewed as an improvement of Hayashi’s (cf. [5, 6]). It should be noted that
Hayashi’s realization of Uqn was carried out over the usual polynomial
algebra in n variables and we can verify that his realization cannot make
the polynomial algebra a Uqn-module algebra in the sense of Section
1.3 (cf. [1, 16]).
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4.2. As a direct consequence of Theorem 4.1 or Corollary 4.1, we
consider the submodule structures of q, where q = qn if charq = 0,
q = qn 1 if charq = l≥ 3. Denote α  =
∑n
i=1 αi by the degree
of xα ∈ q, set N =  τ  = n l − 1. Let sq = xα  α  = s . Then
qn =
⊕
s≥0 qns, and qn 1 =
⊕N
s=0 qn 1s when charq = l
are +-graded algebras.
Proposition. The subspace sq of homogeneous elements of degree s is
a Uqn-submodule of the quantum divided power (restricted) algebra q.
(1) If charq = 0, qns is generated by the highest weight vector
xs ε1 (where s ε1 = s 0     0, which is isomorphic to the simple module
V s λ1 where λ1 = ε1 is the ﬁrst fundamental weight of  .
(2) If charq = l ≥ 3, qn 1s is generated by the highest weight
vector x l−1ε1+···+l−1εi−1+siεi where s = i − 1l − 1 + si, 0 ≤ si ≤ l − 1
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n , which is isomorphic to the simple module V λ where λ =
l − 1− siλi−1 + si λi, λi = ε1 + · · · + εi 1 ≤ i < n is the ith fundamental
weight of  with λ0 = λn = 0 .
Proof. Obviously, we see from Formulae 4.1(iii)–(v) that the action of
Uqn on q stabilizes sq . Moreover, in the case when charq = 0, we
note that for 1 ≤ i < n,
eixsε1 = 0
	ixs ε1 = qδi1s xs ε1
= qs λ1εi−εi+1 xs ε1
which imply that the vector xs ε1 is a highest weight vector with highest
weight s λ1. Again for any xβ ∈ qns, β = s, set si = s −
∑
j≤i βj
(1 ≤ i < n), that is, β1 = s − s1, β2 = s1 − s2     βn−1 = sn−2 − sn−1, and
βn = sn−1; from Formula 4.1(v) and by induction on si, we get
f
sn−1
n−1 · · · f s11 xs ε1
= s1! · · · sn−1!xs−s1ε1+s1−s2ε2+···+sn−2−sn−1εn−1+sn−1 εn
= s1! · · · sn−1!xβ
where m! = m · · · 2 · 1, for m ∈ +. Thus we show that qns ∼=
V s λ1 is indeed a simple highest weight module with s λ1 as its highest
weight, where xs ε1 is its highest weight vector.
In the case when charq = l ≥3, for 0 ≤ s ≤ N there exists i and si
such that 1 ≤ i ≤ n, s = i− 1l− 1 + si with 0 ≤ si ≤ l− 1. Consider the
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vector xs ∈ qn 1s where s = l− 1ε1 + · · · + l− 1εi−1 + siεi. From
Formulae 4.1(iii–v) and noting that  l  = 0, we conclude that for 1 ≤ j < n,
	jxs = ql−1−siλi−1+siλi εj−εj+1 xs
ejxs = 0
which implies that xs is a highest weight vector with highest weight
l − 1− siλi−1 + siλi.
On the other hand, for any xβ ∈ qn 1s, we have β  = s, 0 ≤ βi ≤
l − 1 (1 ≤ i ≤ n). We denote r by the last ordinal dumber with βr = 0 for
the n-tuple β = β1     βn. Then r ≥ i if si = 0, and r ≥ i − 1 if si = 0.
Hence, in terms of Formula 4.1(v), we obtain that
Case (i). If si ≥ βr > 0, then
f
βr
r−1 · · · fβri xs =  βr! r−i xs−βrεi+βrεr
=  βr! r−i xs
′ xβrεr = 0
where s′ = s− βrεi = l − 1ε1 + · · · + l − 1εi−1.
Case (ii). If βr > si ≥ 0, then
f
βr−si
r−1 f
βr−si
r−2 · · · fβr−sii−1 f sir−1 · · · f sii xs
= (si! βr − si!)r−i si + 1si + 2
· · · βrxs−βr−siεi−1−siεi+βrεr
= (si! βr − si!)r−i si + 1si + 2 · · · βrxs′ xβrεr = 0
where s′ = s − βr − εiεi−1 − siεi = l − 1ε1 + · · · + l − 1εi−2 + l −
1− βr + siεi−1.
Set β′ = β − βrεr and use an induction on s. At ﬁrst, the argument
holds for s = ε1 = λ1 (see the following remark). Assume that there exists
a word ω in Uqn constructed by some suitable fj ’s (where j < r) such
that ω xs′ = c xβ′ (c ∈ k∗). Note that fjxβrεr = 0 for those fj j < r.
Thus we get
ω xs′ xβrεr = ω xs′xβrεr
= c xβ′ xβrεr = c xβ = 0
Since xβ (with β = s) is arbitrary, qn 1s is an indecomposable mod-
ule generated by the highest weight vector xs.
Finally, by virtue of Section 4.1(v), we ﬁnd that both ei’s and fi’s act
nilpotently on qn 1, namely, eliqn1 ≡ 0 ≡ f li qn1. This implies
that the Uqn-module qn 1 is completely reductive. Consequently,
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we derive that qn 1s ∼= V l − 1 − siλi−1 + siλi is a simple highest
weight module.
Remark. Particularly, x1     xn ∼= V λ1 with eixj = δi+1j xi,
fixj = δij xi+1, and 	ix1 = qλ1εi−εi+1 x1. Observe that the conclu-
sion (1) of Proposition 4.2 is valid for the quantum n-space k
[
A
n0
q
]
when
charq = 0 (see Remark 4.1).
4.3. As the dual object of the quantum n-space (cf. [11]), we can con-
sider its submodule structures of the quantum exterior algebra kA0nq  =
qn =
⊕n
s=0 qns where qns = xi1 · · ·xis  1 ≤ i1 < · · · < is ≤
n . The known fact below is independent of charq.
Proposition. The subspace qns of homogeneous elements of degree
s is a Uqn-submodule of qn. It is generated by the highest weight vector
x1 · · ·xs and is isomorphic to the simple module V λs where λs = ε1+ · · · +
εs is the sth fundamental weight of n. In other words, the quantum exterior
algebra qn is the direct sum of those all basic simple modules of Uqn.
Proof. We can identify elements in qns with those in tensor alge-
bra  V  with a Uqn-action induced from the action on V via the
sth comultiplication s, where V = x1     xn is the ﬁrst basic mod-
ule (see Remark 4.2). Noting that x2i = 0 in qn, we readily obtain that
for 1 ≤ i < n,
	ix1 · · ·xs = qδis x1 · · ·xs
= qλsεi−εi+1 x1 · · ·xs
eix1 · · ·xs = 0
(since x2i = 0),
fjs−1 · · · fsx1 · · ·xs = x1 · · ·xs−1xjs js ≥ s
thus for any 1 ≤ j1 < · · · < js ≤ n, one has
fj1−1 · · · f1 · · · fjs−1 · · · fs x1 · · ·xs = xj1 · · ·xjs 
Consequently, x1 · · ·xs is a highest weight vector of weight λs and gen-
erates the simple submodule qns.
4.4. Theorem 4.1 has indicated the presentation in q2n of the
generators of Uqn. Actually, we can describe explicitly the presentation
of all “root vectors” of Uqn under our realization, which is coincident
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with one of four kinds of root vectors introduced by Lusztig in terms of its
braid (automorphism) group action (cf. Lemma 39.3.2, Corollary 40.2.2 in
[9]). To do so, we need some notions.
Recall some known facts about Uqn. Let αi = εi − εi+1 1 ≤ i < n) be
the simple roots of n (see Section 1.4) and si 1 ≤ i < n the reﬂections
determined by those αi, respectively, and generate the Weyl group W = Sn
(the permutation group). The general positive roots in + take the form
αij = αi + αi+1 + · · · + αj−1 = εi − εj (1 ≤ i < j ≤ n) with αii+1 = αi.
Fix a reduced element ω0 = si1si2 · · · siN of maximal length in W . Then
α = si1si2 · · · sip−1αip as p = 1 2    N runs through all the positive roots
of +.
Let Ti be the braid automorphism of Uqn corresponding to si (1 ≤
i < n), which have been introduced as T ′′i−1 by Lusztig in Section 37.1.3
of [9], and take the form
Ti	µ=	siµ Tiei = −fi	−1i  Tifi = −	i ei
Tiej= ej Tifj = fj i− j > 1
Tiej= ei ej − q ej ei i− j = 1
Tifj= fjfi − q−1 fi fj i− j = 1 1
where ei (1 ≤ i < n) are the simple root vectors of Uqn corresponding
to the simple roots αi respectively, and fi (1 ≤ i < n) are the negative
simple root vectors to those −αi. As we know, the elements
eα = Ti1 · · ·Tip−1eip fα = Ti1 · · ·Tip−1fip
are called root vectors of Uqn associated to the roots ±α = ±si1si2 · · ·
sip−1 αip (p = 1 2    N), respectively, where ω0 = si1si2 · · · siN is as
above. Normally, for the Weyl group of n, we can take such a reduced
element ω0 as
ω0 = s1s2s1s3s2s1 · · · sn−2sn−3 · · · s2s1sn−1sn−2 · · · s2s1 2
which gives rise to a well-known ordering of + as
α12 α13 α23 α14 α24 α34     α1n α2n     αn−1n 3
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Hence, all the positive root vectors of Uqn associated to the ordering
(3) of + are as follows.
eα12 = e1
eα13 = T1e2 eα23 = T1T2e1 = e2
eα14 = T1T2T1e3 eα24 = T1T2T1T3e2
eα34 = T1T2T1T3T2e1 = e3
· · · · · ·
eα1n = T1T2T1T3T2T1 · · ·Tn−2Tn−3 · · ·T2T1en−1
eα2n = T1T2T1T3T2T1 · · ·Tn−2Tn−3 · · ·T2T1Tn−1en−2
· · · · · ·
eαn−1 n = T1T2T1T3T2T1 · · ·Tn−2Tn−3 · · ·T2T1
·Tn−1Tn−2 · · ·T2e1 = en−1
4
4.5. We introduce here some q-differential operators in q2n. Set
Eij = xi∂j , for any 1 ≤ i j ≤ n. Denote eij = Eij σi for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n and
eij = σ−1j Eij for 1 ≤ j < i ≤ n. Since
Eijxβ =
(
xi∂j
) xβ
= βi + 1 qεi∗β−εj−εj∗β xβ+εi−εj
= βi + 1 qεi−εj∗β−εi∗εj xβ+εi−εj
= βi + 1 q−
∑
i≤s<j βs xβ+εi−εj i < j
Eijxβ =
(
xi∂j
) xβ
= βi + 1 qεi−εj∗β−εi∗εj xβ−εj+εi
= βi + 1 q
∑
j≤s<i βs−1 xβ−εj+εi i > j
we get
(1) eijxβ = Eijσi xβ = βi + 1 q−
∑
i<s<j βs xβ+εi−εj i < j
(2) eijxβ = σ−1j Eij xβ = βi + 1 q
∑
i>s>j βs xβ−εj+εi i > j
Lemma. (i) If i < j, then for any i < k < j, we have eij = eik ekj −
q ekj eik.
(ii) If i > j, then for any i > k > j, we have eij = eik ekj − q−1 ekj eik.
(iii) For i < j, we have eij eji − eji eij = σi σ−1j − σ−1i σj/q − q−1,
where σi σ
−1
j = 	εi−εj .
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Proof. (i) For i < k < j, since m+ 1 − q m = q−m it follows from
(1) that
(
eik ekj − q ekj eik
) xβ
= βk + 1 q−
∑
k<s<j βs eikxβ+εk−εj − q βi + 1 q−
∑
i<s<k βs
×ekjxβ+εi−εk
=  βk + 1 βi + 1 − q βi + 1 βk  q−
∑
i<s<j βs+βk xβ+εi−εj
= βi + 1 q−
∑
i<s<j βs xβ+εi−εj = eij xβ ∀ xβ ∈ q
(ii) For i > k > j, since m+ 1 − q−1 m = qm it follows from (2)
that
(
eik ekj − q−1 ekj eik
) xβ
= βk + 1 q
∑
k>s>j βs eikxβ+εk−εj − q−1 βi + 1 q
∑
i>s>k βs
×ekjxβ+εi−εk
=  βk + 1 βi + 1 − q−1 βi + 1 βk  q
∑
i>s>j βs−βk xβ+εi−εj
= βi + 1 q
∑
i>s>j βs xβ+εi−εj = eij xβ ∀ xβ ∈ q
(iii) For i < j, by (1) and (2) we get
(
eij eji − eji eij
) xβ
=  βi βj + 1 − βj βi + 1 xβ
= βi − βjxβ
= σi σ
−1
j − σ−1i σj
q− q−1 x
β ∀ xβ ∈ q
Thus we conclude the proof.
We introduce two q-brackets as follows.
(3) eik ekjq = eik ekj − q ekj eik for i < k < j
(4) eik ekjq−1 = eik ekj − q−1 ekj eik for i > k > j
So we arrive at eij = eik ekjq for i < j and eij = eik ekjq−1 for i > j.
On the other hand, the preceding lemma also indicates that eij expressed
by the q-brackets in two cases are independent of the choice of k.
Hence, we deduce that
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(5) eij =· · · ei i+1 ei+1 i+2q     ej−2 j−1q ej−1 jq
=ei i+1 ei+1 i+2     ej−2 j−1 ej−1 jq · · ·q i < j
eij =· · · ei i−1 ei−1 i−2q−1     ej+2 j+1q−1 ej+1 jq−1
=ei i−1 ei−1 i−2     ej+2 j+1 ej+1 jq−1 · · ·q−1 i > j
Remark. It should be mentioned that the validity of the q-bracket   q
deﬁned in (3) (resp.   q−1 in (4) ) only involves one direction of an order-
ing of eij , which is a different point from the deﬁning relation of Ti on
ej in Section 4.4(1); however, it doesn’t affect our conclusion of the next
Proposition 4.6.
4.6. Now we shall show that the positive root vectors eαij of Uqn
given in Section 4.4(4) just correspond to those q-differential operators eij
described in Section 4.5(1) in the sense of our realization (cf. Theorem 4.1),
that is, if we identify ei (resp. fi) with ei i+1 (resp. ei+1 i), as well as 	i with
σi σ
−1
i+1 for 1 ≤ i < n, then all positive root vectors eαij can be identiﬁed
with the above q-differential operators eij . More generally, we have
Proposition. Identifying the generators of Uqn with certain
q-differential operators in q2n, i.e., ei = ei i+1, fi = ei+1 i, 	i = σi σ−1i+1
with 1 ≤ i < n, we have
(i) eij i < j correspond to the positive root vectors eαij associated to
those positive roots αij = εi − εj i < j, i.e., eαij = eij .
(ii) eij i > j correspond to the negative root vectors fαji associated to
the negative roots −αji = εi − εj i > j, i.e., fαji = eij .
Obviously, it sufﬁces to prove the ﬁrst claim. For this purpose, according
to the ordering of + made in Section 4.4(3), we will use an induction on
the length of an ordered subword of ω0 as in Section 4.4(2) to show the
required identiﬁcation relation of all positive root vectors eαij (i < j).
To do so, we will ﬁrst establish an auxiliary lemma and make use of the
following facts due to Lusztig (cf. Section 39.2.4 in [9]) in our argument.
(1) TiTjTi = TjTiTj i− j = 1
(2) TiTjei = ej i− j = 1
(3) Tiej = ej i− j > 1
Lemma. With the identiﬁcation as in the preceding proposition, we have
(i) If i+ 1 < j, then eij Tieiq = q fi	−1i eij − eij fi	−1i = ei+1 j .
(ii) If i+ 1 < j, then Tifi ejiq−1 = q−1 eji	iei −	iei eji = ej i+1.
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Proof. (i) When i + 1 < j, ∀ xβ ∈ q, using Sections 4.4(1) and
4.5(1, 2), we have(
q fi	
−1
i eij − eij fi	−1i
)xβ
= q1−
∑
i<s<j βs βi + 1 fi	−1i xβ+εi−εj
− q−βi+βi+1 βi+1 + 1 eijxβ−εi+εi+1
= q−
∑
i≤s<j βs+βi+1 βi + 1 βi+1 + 1xβ+εi+1−εj
− q−βi+βi+1−
∑
i<s<j βs−1 βi+1 + 1 βixβ+εi+1−εj
= q−βi−
∑
i+1<s<j βs βi+1 + 1  βi + 1 − q−1 βi xβ+εi+1−εj
= q−
∑
i+1<s<j βs βi+1 + 1xβ+εi+1−εj = ei+1 jxβ
so the conclusion is true.
(ii) When j > i + 1, ∀ xβ ∈ q, using Sections 4.4(1) and 4.5(1, 2),
we have (
q−1 eji	i ei −	i ei eji
)xβ
= (q−1+βi−βi+1+1+∑j>s>i βs βi + 1 βj + 1
− q
∑
j>s>i βs+βi−βi+1+1 βi βj + 1
)
xβ+εj−εi+1
= q
∑
j>s>i+1 βs βj + 1xβ+εj−εi+1
= ej i+1xβ
so the claim is true.
We are now in the position to show Proposition 4.6.
Proof of Proposition 4.6. It sufﬁces to verify our identiﬁcation eαij = eij
for the case when i < j. We adopt the ordering of positive root vectors eαij
as in the list in Section 4.4(4) and use an induction on k where 1 ≤ k < n.
For k = 1, this is just the identiﬁcation eα1 = e1 = e12.
For k = 2, by the identiﬁcation and using Sections 4.5(3) and 4.6(2),
we have
eα13 = T1e2 = e1 e2 − q e2 e1 = e12 e23 − q e23 e12
= e12 e23q = e13
eα23 = T1T2e1 = e2 = e23
Assume that the claim is valid for the case Uqn−1. Thus for the case
Uqn, we further need to show that in the list Section 4.4(4) there hold
eα1n = e1n eα2n = e2n · · ·  eαn−1 n = en−1 n
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At ﬁrst, according to the above assumption, we have
eα1 n−1 = T1T2T1T3T2T1 · · ·Tn−4 · · ·T2T1Tn−3 · · ·T2T1en−2 = e1 n−1
Thus, noting (3) and using Section 4.5(3), we have
eα1n = T1T2T1T3T2T1 · · ·T2T1Tn−3 · · ·T2T1Tn−2 · · ·T2T1en−1
= T1T2T1T3T2T1 · · ·T2T1Tn−3 · · ·T2T1Tn−2en−1
= T1T2T1T3T2T1 · · ·Tn−3 · · ·T2T1 en−2 en−1 − q en−1 en−2 
= T1T2T1T3T2T1 · · ·Tn−3 · · ·T2T1 en−2 · en−1
− q en−1 · T1T2T1T3T2T1 · · ·T2T1Tn−3 · · ·T2T1 en−2
= e1 n−1 en−1 n − q en−1 n e1 n−1
= e1 n−1 en−1 nq
= e1n
Let us further suppose that we have proved the identiﬁcation
eαjn = T1T2T1T3T2T1 · · ·Tn−2Tn−3 · · ·T2T1Tn−1Tn−2 · · ·Tn−j+1en−j = ejn
for 1 ≤ j < n− 1. Now we want to show that eαj+1 n = ej+1 n. Note that
T1T2T1T3T2T1 · · ·Tj · · ·T2f1 = fj
T1T2T1T3T2T1 · · ·Tj · · ·T2	1 = 	j
T1T2T1T3T2T1 · · ·Tj · · ·T2T1e1 = T1T2T1T3T2T1 · · ·Tj · · ·T2−f1	−11 
= −fj 	−1j = Tjej
Using Section 4.6(2) and Lemma 4.6(i), we get
eαj+1n = T1T2T1T3T2T1 · · ·Tn−2Tn−3 · · ·T2T1Tn−1Tn−2 · · ·Tn−j+1Tn−jen−j−1
= T1T2T1T3T2T1 · · ·Tn−2Tn−3 · · ·T2T1Tn−1Tn−2
· · ·Tn−j+1 en−j en−j−1q
= [T1T2T1T3T2T1 · · ·Tn−2Tn−3 · · ·T2T1Tn−1Tn−2 · · ·Tn−j+1en−j
T1T2T1T3T2T1 · · ·Tn−2Tn−3 · · ·T2T1Tn−1Tn−2 · · ·Tn−j+1en−j−1
]
q
= [ejn T1T2T1 · · ·Tn−3 · · ·T2T1Tn−2Tn−3 · · ·Tn−jTn−j−1
×Tn−j−2en−j−1
]
q
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= [ejn T1T2T1T3T2T1 · · ·Tn−3Tn−4 · · ·Tn−j−1Tn−j−2Tn−j−3en−j−2]q
· · · · · ·
= [ejn T1T2T1T3T2T1 · · ·Tj+1Tj · · ·T2T1e2]q
= ejn T1T2T1T3T2T1 · · ·TjTj−1 · · ·T2T1e1q
= ejn Tjejq
= ej+1 n
Therefore, we complete the proof.
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